
Lash & Brow Tint
Prep & Aftercare

Come to your visit with a clean, makeup free face. You can also remove make up at the clinic if
makeup free isn't possible day of appointment.
If you wear contact lenses, you may prefer to wear glasses on the day as you will required to
remove the lenses for your treatment. If we are just tinting your brows you don't have to remove
your contact lenses but it is a must for lash tinting.
Avoid oil-based makeup and skincare products day of appointment. 
Anti-ageing and exfoliating skincare should be avoided for three days before your treatment. 

Avoid oil-based makeup and skincare products for 24-48 hours. 
Anti-ageing and exfoliating skincare should be avoided also for three days after your treatment. 
After that, avoid applying around the brow area to prevent premature colour fade 
Try to keep your eyelashes and/or brows dry for at least 24 hours. 
Do not put contact lenses in for the rest of the day following tinting. 
Avoid swimming, saunas and hot tubs for at least 24 hrs. Chemicals such as chlorine can speed up
how quickly brows can fade, so try to avoid swimming if you want long lasting results 
Do not receive any other eye treatments for at least 24 hours after this treatment. 
If you’re out in the sun for a long period, be sure to wear a hat or shade yourself under an
umbrella. 
Sun exposure can shorten the longevity of the tint. 
Avoid rubbing lashes and/or brows 
Avoid spray tans or other tanning agents for 3 days following tinting. The tan can react with the
tint, leaving your brows and lashes an unwelcome shade of green. 

Add definition to your brows and lashes by tinting them with semi-permanent dye to allow them to
make a statement and frame your face. A little colour goes a long way and can open up the eyes,
enhance their colour and give the oomph. A discrete difference that makes a huge impact. 

Tint Preparation

How long does tinting last?
Tints usually last 2-5 weeks. The colour will gradually fade, the rate at which it does can depend on
your hair type, the type of beauty products you use, and how well you care for your lashes and/or
brows. 

Tint Aftercare
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